C0265 blazer

Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. The low side of each solenoid coil has a
feedback circuit to the EBCM microprocessor. When a solenoid is commanded OFF, the
feedback voltage is high. When a solenoid is commanded ON, the feedback voltage is low. Get
Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the C Chevrolet code diagnosed by a
professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us
improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the
code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the C Chevrolet code? Have you replaced any
parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes.
Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. Automotive Forums. I did a searrch on this and couldn't find
anything. Anyway, the light went out and it stayed out for 2 days. Yesterday, Sunday, it came
back on only this time, the red brake light came on too. This morning, Monday, when it was
started to take it back to the dealership, both lights went out and stayed out. I took it in anyway
to see if any codes had stored, and this time, the dealership found a C code. Anyone had
experience with this code? DTC U may also be stored in other modules, due to a loss of
communication with the brake control module. The ground point is different for each
application, making it necessary to refer to a wiring diagram or circuit locator. In addition, code
U may set in other modules or you may encounter lost communication between your scanner
and the ABS module. According to GM, all of these problems are probably due to a bad
connection at ABS ground GlK , which you'll find on the frame rail just underneath the
driver's-side door. Restoring the integrity of the ground should eliminate all the problems.
Here's how to go about it: Start by getting the truck up in the air. Next, locate ground GIlO at the
frame rail. Note that several ground wires may be there, but GIlO is the one with the heaviest
wire gauge. Disconnect the ground from the rail and use a "whiz wheel" to clean the area in
front of and behind the ground connection. Now get a bolt, two star washers and a nut. Install
the bolt, ground connection eyelet and star washer on one side of the rail and the other star
washer and nut on the other side. Torque the nut to 79 in. To complete the fix, spray the bare
frame rail with rubberized undercoating Part No. Thanks Blazee, but it is sad news. I'll keep you
posted on what happens next. Thanks also to Ricksza who pointed me in the right direction of
the G Ground location. The location for those of you that are interested is behind the Driver's
Head light on the S models and under the driver's door on the frame rail on full size Trucks. It
just might save you a ton of money. Well I thought I'd close out this thread. We ended up having
to replace the EBCM. COM for half of what the dealer wanted. All seems to be well now. No more
ABS light. I am here with the same problem with our Blazer. Can I get a description on where
this ground can be found? I am trying to look without a lift but I didn't see any wires on either
frame rail under either of the doors. I am going to go back and look more now that I have
confirmed it is supposed to be on the drivers side but I wanted to see if anybody has more info
On my 4x4 S, the ground wire connection was located behind the drivers side head light on or
near the Radiator Bracket. Good Luck. Quarterbore, this thread is almost 2 years old. The
EBCM, or electronic brake control module, is the electronic system that controls brake sensors
and activates both traction control and ABS. Traction control helps keep your car going in a
straight line and ABS prevents your brakes from locking-up and sending you into a skid when
you hit the brakes. So, having a bad EBCM problem can be a serious safety hazard for your
vehicle as it can disable both of these systems. If you open the EBCM it looks like a traditional
circuit-board. It has various grounds which control different functionalities of the module. The
code is caused by one bad connection on the EBCM board. The ground that causes this issue
varies depending on which vehicle you have:. Folks with this issue will report that their ABS
light is either consistently stuck on, or that it will intermittently go on and off when hitting
bumps and things like that. Please do not buy a completely new control module and have it
installed. Because this problem is caused specifically by one ground on the EBCM, the easiest
repair option is to fix the ground connection with a soldering kit. Your email address will not be
published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site
is all about Chevy Trucks, from the classics to today. We post engine problems guides,
reliability guides, performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. What is a C Engine
Code Problem? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer
About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. I have a
c ABS code. What does this mean and how to I troubleshoot it? Do you. Hello, This sounds like
you have a control relay that is not working or you have a bad connection and the relay. If DTC
C sets, go to step 6. If DTC C does not set, go to next step. If DTC C is also set, go to next step.

If DTC C is not set, problem is intermittent. Turn ignition off. Disconnect EBCM harness
connector containing the battery positive voltage circuit. Connect a test light between the
battery positive voltage circuit and a good ground. If test light illuminates, go to step 5. If test
light does not illuminate, go to next step. Repair open in battery positive voltage circuit. After
repairs, go to step Check for poor connections at EBCM harness connector. Repair as
necessary. If connections are okay, go to next step. If resistance is 0. If resistance is not 0.
Check resistance between the high side of pump motor and a good ground. If resistance
reading is infinite, go to step 9. If resistance reading is not infinite, go to next step. Using scan
tool, perform tire size calibration procedure and trim level calibration procedure if applicable.
Replace EBCM. After replacing EBCM, go to step Using scan tool, clear DTCs. Operate vehicle
at speeds greater than 4 MPH. Recheck DTCs. If DTC resets, go to step 1. If DTC does not reset,
system is okay. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know what you find. Cheers
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. The protective tubing on my ABS module wiring
harness degraded. It put strain on the loom. ABS light came on. Two wires visibly broke. I
patched them and checked for continuity. The module will still will not communicate with
handheld ABS code reader. Suspect more wires strained and broke. Would like to check
continuity from ABS mass connector pins back to origin. Can you help? Here's the diagrams I
found for your truck. The first two are for anti-lock brakes without traction assist. The third and
fourth are with traction assist. This guide can help you test. We are interested to see what it is.
Images Click to enlarge. Thank you so very much. One more question. I still have the window
sticker. I bought this thing new. It says nothing about traction assist. It does say locking
differential, but there's no traction button on the dash, like I've seen on some trucks. Would you
say it's a safe bet it does not have traction assist? Traction assist is an add-on option to the
ABS system. It operates by activating one brake independently when that wheel is spinning on
ice. None loose or bent. Just got back from looking at Mitchells in the library. The standard
wiring diagram is neat, but i'm looking for a schematic of the ECBM internals. Image Click to
enlarge. A crop: Image Click to enlarge. So where are you with it? Thanks for asking, everything
is still on the truck. Still in need of a Kelsey Hayes schematic. Can 't get that wiring only what
you have system is self diagnostic so need a scanner to acess and diagnosis system. Please
login or register to post a reply. Abs Is Coming On? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! Our Address. Kings Mills, OH The first time this happened, I merely shut the engine off
and then after a minute or so, I re-started again and the fault lights were gone. The next few
days were okay but on the fourth day, the same lights lit up again. I researched the abnormality
and it pointed to a loose or poor ground connection between my EBCM unit and the negative
ground chassis of my truck. So I disconnected the ground connection, cleaned the metal
chassis connection point, cleaned and scrubbed the ground lug, and then re-screwed back, but
this time, I secured it with a lockwasher and a nut for good measure. It went on for a little more
than a week until the lights are back on again. But the fact that lights come on intermittently,
what do you think is wrong? I feel your pain on this one. This is a pattern fail for GM that is well
known. The ECBMs go bad and work sometimes and not others. I have been living with this for
6 years with my Sierra. There was the TSB about the ground. I did the prescribed repair and it
only lasted a short time before the lights come back on. What needs to be done is either get a
new module, but they are very expensive.. There are many places on Ebay that will do this for
you for less that dollars. You ship the part, they fix and send back. Now here is why I have not
fixed mine yet, the module is on a rail under the bed and there is about zero access to get to the
top fasteners. You may be lucky though because on some GM models they put the module in
the engine bay with easy access. HI, Karl! I see what you mean. I just went under my truck and
true enough, the mounting of the EBCM unit is so tight that not only do I need a very short but
strong enough TORX ratchet, but I also have to contend with my big hands if it would fit at all
into that very small space. And then putting it back on and re-bleeding the brakeâ€¦â€¦. Anyway,
I will try to see if I can find a way to remove the torx screws and hopefully get them out. Soak
the torx screws with PB.. Unfortunately those torx screws rust very badly and get really stuck, if
you strip them you are in a world of hurt. They are easy to strip, so take your time and get a
good solid contact between the head and the torx bitâ€¦. This might seem like a dumb reply but
have you checked the brake fluid level? Low fluid level can cause both lights to illuminate and
may only trigger the brake warning lights under certain conditions. If the brake level is okâ€¦. I
found this on the Internet; I did this to my truck about three years ago and still ok. Onc
91 lexus es250
ford jubilee
2006 chevy impala fuse box
e everything is reinstalled, bleed the brakes as you would any conventional vehicle. Make sure

that the brake pedal is firm and not spongy. Verify that there are no leaks where the hydraulic
lines were re-connected and that the brake pedal keeps it position without slowly dropping to
the floor. If all is good, take the vehicle for a low speed test drive. During this test, the controller
runs the pump motor and briefly operates all of the valves. If the pedal begins to feel soft or
spongy, park the vehicle and manually bleed the brakes again. Test drive again, park and repeat
the bleeding process until brakes are firm. June 27, at pm Salvador Alasco Participant. Viewing
5 replies - 1 through 5 of 5 total. Its me Moderator. The ECBM is easily removed by taking out
four torx screws.. Sorry to hear your EBCM is located in the same place as mine.. June 28, at am
Bill Participant. Sometimes the simple things cure problems. John Hugon Participant. You must
be logged in to reply to this topic.

